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ABSTRACT
High affinity and specificity RNA–RNA binding inter-
faces can be constructed by combining pairs of
GNRA loop/loop–receptor interaction motifs. These
interactions can be fused using flexible four-way
junction motifs to create divalent, self-assembling
scaffolding units (‘tecto-RNA’) that have favorable
properties for nanomedicine and other applications.
We describe the design and directed assembly of
tecto-RNA units ranging from closed, cooperatively
assembling ring-shaped complexes of program-
mable stoichiometries (dimers, trimers and tetra-
mers) to open multimeric structures. The novelty
of this work is that tuning of the stoichiometries of
self-assembled complexes is achieved by precise
positioning of the interaction motifs in the
monomer units rather than changing their binding
specificities. Structure-probing and transmission
electron microscopy studies as well as thermo-
dynamic analysis support formation of closed co-
operative complexes that are highly resistant to
nuclease digestion. The present designs provide
two helical arms per RNA monomer for further
functionalization aims.
INTRODUCTION
Structured RNA molecules form complex structures by
hierarchical folding and comprise different types of recur-
rent modular motifs that can be utilized to design artificial
self-assembling RNA supra-molecular systems of diverse
architectures and novel functionalities (1–4). The reper-
toire of natural RNA motifs is augmented by new
motifs obtained by efficient in vitro selection methods
and having novel binding selectivities or enzymatic
capabilities (5,6). The programmability of RNA second-
ary structure, its hierarchical folding, and the modularity
of recurrent motifs make RNA an attractive medium for
diverse nanotechnological applications.
Modular RNA 3D motifs suitable for nano-fabrication
can be broadly categorized according to their functional
properties: interaction motifs, architectural motifs and
ligand-binding motifs. (i) ‘Interaction’ motifs make
possible specific intermolecular assembly of smaller mo-
lecular building units to form larger nanoassemblies.
Examples include kissing hairpin loops and other
pseudoknots, cognate hairpin loop/loop–receptor pairs,
T-loops and paranemic motifs (7–14). (ii) ‘Architectural’
motifs define the topological and geometric relationships
of the folded structure and include the canonical A-form
double helix, kink-turns, C-loops and most importantly,
multi-helix junctions (15). RNA helices provide highly
regular, variable-length struts for positioning other
motifs in 3D space. Kink-turn and related motifs create
sharp bends in helical elements in which they are
embedded (16), while C-loops and related motifs change
the helical twist of RNA helices (17). Multi-helix junctions
(3-way, 4-way, etc.) increase the topological complexity of
RNA by introducing branch points (18,19). Up to 10-way
junctions have been found in RNA (20). Some RNA junc-
tions are flexible while others stabilize the stacking of
helices at the branch point in a specific manner that can
be used in molecular design (19,21). (iii) ‘Ligand-binding’
motifs are found in naturally occurring RNAs such as
riboswitches or can be generated by in vitro selection
(so-called ‘aptamers’) (6,22).
A variety of RNA nano-objects have been constructed
by combining modular RNA using rational, computer-
aided design. For example, square-shaped RNA complexes
were constructed by combining the kissing hairpin loop
interactions motifs with the tRNA multi-helix junction
(23,24). More elaborate constructions including design of
cubic and octahedron RNA scaffolds were recently
reported (25,26). Pairs of loop/loop–receptor interaction
motifs were combined to construct efficient platforms for
in vitro selection of novel receptor motifs (5). The malachite
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green (MG)RNAaptamer was coupled toRNAparanemic
binding motifs to design label-free biosensors which target
internal loop structures in pre-folded RNA analytes in a
programmable and sequence-specific manner (27).
RNA has a number of additional properties such as low
immunogenicity in the human body and amenability to
in vitro selection (SELEX) that make it an ideal material
for constructing multivalent nano-particles for drug
delivery. Additionally, RNA can be readily derivatized
using a variety of technologies to incorporate therapeutic
or imaging functionalities, including RNA sequence
elements that can act as silencing RNAs inside the
targeted cell to suppress specific genes.
These technologies have been combined by Guo and
co-workers (28–31) to engineer multivalent RNA-based
nanoparticles for specific delivery of therapeutic agents
into cancer cells and virus-infected cells by modifying
the RNA component (‘pRNA’) of the bacteriophage
Phi29 packaging motor. Multimer formation of pRNA
units is accomplished by Watson–Crick base-pairing of
complementary hairpin loops.
Multimeric RNA self-assembly can also be achieved
using specific GNRA loop/loop–receptor interaction
motifs that can be combined in pairs for high affinity
self-assembly of a variety of nanoscale RNA objects
(32,33). Pairs of GNRA loop/loop–receptor interaction
motifs were fused using the four-way junction from the
hairpin ribozyme to engineer RNA monomers that
assembled to form straight, micrometer-long filaments
(34). Using two orthogonal loop/loop–receptor inter-
action motifs, it was possible to design RNA monomers
capable of directional assembly in either the parallel (‘up–
up’) or anti-parallel (‘up–down’) assembly modes (34). In
anti-parallel assembly of interacting molecules, as
exemplified by molecule 9 (Figure 1A), each incorporated
monomer switches the directionality of the growing chain
and thus compensates for its intrinsic bending, producing
long, relatively straight multi-unit chains (fibrils).
In this work, we turn our attention to H-shaped tecto-
RNA molecules designed to assemble with uncompen-
sated curvature to form closed ring-shaped complexes of
defined and, in principle, programmable stoichiometries,
exemplified by molecule 8 in Figure 1B. We have carried
out a systematic study to define the rules of uncompen-
sated self-assembly of molecule 8 and molecules derived
from it, with the goal learning how to tune the stoichiom-
etry of this process.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
RNA design
We used Mfold (www.mfold.bioinfo.rpi.edu) to check the
secondary structures of each RNA sequence prior to
synthesis. If the calculated lowest free-energy secondary
structure corresponded to the desired RNA conformation,
and no other secondary structure was closer than 15% in
energy to the lowest energy structure, the sequence was
used as is (35). Otherwise, minor changes were made to
Watson–Crick base-paired positions to destabilize
competing conformations. The detailed designs and
sequences of RNA molecules used in this study are
provided in the Supplementary Data section.
RNA synthesis, purification and labeling
RNA molecules were synthesized by run-off transcription
of PCR-amplified DNA templates. DNA templates
were designed from the desired RNA sequences using
the ‘RNA to DNA’ web applet (http://rna.bgsu.edu/
rnatodna) written by J. Stombaugh. DNA was purchased
from Integrated DNA Technology (www.idtdna.com) and
amplified using PCR primers, one of which is complemen-
tary to the 30-end of the template and the other to the
50-end of the template. The forward primer also carries
the T7 promoter, as described previously (34). PCR-
amplified DNA molecules were purified using the
QiaQuick PCR purification kit (Qiagen Sciences) and
transcribed in vitro using T7 RNA polymerase purchased
from Takara Bio Inc. (www.takara-bio.com). The
synthesized RNA were purified by gel electrophoresis
(10% acrylamide, 29:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide, 8M
Urea) and extracted from excised gel slices using 0.5ml
of ‘crush and soak’ buffer (10mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.9,
1mM EDTA, 0.3 M of sodium acetate) with overnight
shaking at 4C. RNA molecules were ethanol precipitated
(2.5:1 volume ratio), rinsed twice with cold 80% ethanol,
dried and redissolved in water.
Radiolabeling of RNA molecules was achieved using T4
RNA ligase (New England Biolabs Inc.) and 50-[32-P]-pCp
(MP Biomedicals). Typically, 40 pmol of RNA in 4 ml
water was mixed with 1 ml of 10 T4 RNA ligase buffer
(0.5 M Tris–HCl, pH 7.8, 0.1 M MgCl2, 0.1 M DTT,
10mM ATP), 1 ml of T4 RNA ligase (20U), 1 ml of
DMSO and 3 ml of 250 mCi 50[32-P]-pCp. The mixture
was incubated overnight at 4C and labeled RNA
products were purified on denaturing acrylamide gels
(10% acrylamide, 29:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide, 8 M
Urea).
Assembly experiments
For assembly assays, one RNA component was
radiolabeled. RNA samples included trace amounts
(0.5 nM) of the 30-radiolabeled RNA supplemented by
sufficient unlabeled RNA to achieve the desired RNA
concentration. All RNA samples were heated to 94C in
de-ionized water for 1–2min and snap-cooled on ice. Tris–
borate/Mg2+buffer (89mM Tris–borate, pH 8.3, 1mM
Mg(CH3COO)2) was then added and the resulting
mixtures incubated at 30C for 5min (annealing step).
The final concentration of Mg2+was increased to 15mM
and incubation was continued for additional 30min
(assembly step). An equal amount of gel loading buffer
(89mM Tris-borate, 15mM Mg(CH3COO)2, 0.01%
bromophenol blue (BPB), 0.01% xylene cyanol blue
(XCB), 50% glycerol) was added to each sample prior
to loading on native gels. Samples were run at 4–6C on
7% native polyacrylamide gels (29:1 acrylamide:
bisacrylamide) containing 15mM magnesium acetate
with constant recycling of the running buffer [89 mM
Tris–borate, pH 8.3, 15mM Mg(CH3COO)2] to
maintain constant pH. The gels were then dried under
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vacuum and imaged using a phosphor storage screen with
the Storm phosphoimager (Amersham, Storm 860).
Dissociation constant measurements
Small amounts of radiolabeled RNA (<5 fmol) were
incubated with unlabeled cognate partner molecules
ranging in concentration from 1 to 1000 nM, as described
above in the ‘Assembly experiments’ section. RNA samples
were run on 7% native polyacrylamide gel to separate
monomers from multimers, and reaction products were
quantified using the ImageQuant software. The percentage
of dimer or trimer was plotted as a function of unlabeled
partner RNA concentration and analyzed using the
ORIGIN software (www.originlab.com) by non-linear
regression curve fitting. Detailed description of Kd deter-
mination is provided in the Supplementary Data section of
this work.
Structure probing of RNA by lead cleavage
Labeled RNA (1ml, 2 pmol, 50 000–100 000 c.p.m.),
either alone or mixed with an unlabeled partner RNA
molecule, was brought to 5 ml total volume. For example,
in probing the dimer 1bDA–1bDB, 1 ml of labeled
1bDA (2 pmol) was mixed with sufficient unlabeled
1bDB to give a final concentration of 1mM. RNA samples
in pure water were then denatured at 94C for 2min,
snap-cooled on ice for 2–3min and folded at 30C for
additional 3min. After addition of 2 ml of 5 Assembly
buffer to a final concentration of 25mM HEPES, pH 7.5,
15mM Mg(CH3COO)2 and 25mM CH3COOK, and 1 mg
of yeast RNA, the mixture was incubated for 30min at
30C to ensure proper folding of RNA prior to cleavage
reactions. Next, the mixture was adjusted with freshly
prepared Pb(CH3COO)2 to a final concentration of
20mM of Pb2+ and a total volume of 10 ml. RNAs were
incubated in the presence of Pb2+ for 8min at 30C and
the cleavage reactions were terminated by the addition of
10 ml of 0.1M EDTA. RNA molecules were precipitated
with 2.5 volumes of ethanol on dry ice, pelleted and
washed with 80% EtOH, dried and re-suspended in 10 ml
of gel loading buffer. All samples were heated at 94C
for 5min prior to loading on the gel. The analysis of the
digestion products was performed on thin (0.5mm) 8–10%
polyacrylamide gels (19:1 acrylamide/bisacrylamide ratio)
containing 8 M UREA. All sequencing gels were run
for about 4–6 hours in TBE running buffer. At the end of
the run, all gels were rinsed and fixed in 10% ethanol/6%
acetic acid mixture and transferred to Whatman paper
(Grade 3) for drying under vacuum. The RNA products
Figure 1. Molecules 9 and 8, examples of anti-parallel ‘up–down’ and
parallel ‘up–up’ self-assembly modes, respectively. (A) Left panel shows
the detailed sequence design of molecule 9, where the central core of the
molecule consists of the 4WJ from the hairpin ribozyme (shown in
purple) and various motifs placed on its helical arms. GAAA-
receptor (R1) is positioned in H1 and its cognate GAAA loop (L1)
at the end of H3, while the GGAA-receptor (R2) is placed in H2 and
its GGAA loop (L2) at the end of H4. R1 and L1 are shown in red, R2
and L2 in green. Right panel provides a schematic diagram of the
molecule 9 monomer. Orange arrows indicate the GAAA-loop/
GAAA-receptor motifs and green arrows indicate the GGAA-loop/
GGAA-receptor motifs to show the orientation of interaction
interfaces. Molecule 9 can bind to its partner molecules via HS1
(which carries receptors) or HS2 (which carries loops) with a subse-
quent formation of one pair of receptor–loop motifs on each side.
Upon addition of magnesium, lower panel, molecule 9 self-associates
so that each incorporated monomer switches the directionality of the
molecular unit (shown by black arrows). (B) Left panel shows the
detailed sequence design of molecule 8. The positions of loops L1
and L2 are switched, compared to molecule 9. Molecule 8 binds to
its partner molecules via HS1 or HS2, without changes in directionality,
thus forming bands of defined stoichiometry on electrophoresis gels.
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were visualized using a phosphor imaging screen and the
Storm phosphoimager (Amersham, Storm 860).
Sequencing ladders for locating positions of lead
cleavage were generated by digestion of control samples
with alkali (pH 9.2, cleavage at all positions) or with
RNase T1 (cleavage of unpaired G’s). The reagents for
these two controls were purchased as the RNase T1
toolkit from AMBION (ambion.com). For RNase T1
cleavage, 1 ml of labeled RNA (2 pmol, 50 000–100 000
c.p.m.) was denatured in pure water (7 ml total volume)
at 94C for 2min then cooled on ice for 2–3min. Then
1 ml of 10 RNA structure buffer and 1 mg of yeast RNA
were added, and the sample was incubated for 20min at
25C. This step was followed by the addition of 1 ml of
RNase T1 to the mixture, and an additional incubation
for a 15-min period. RNA digestion products were
precipitated with 20 ml of inactivation/precipitation
buffer, placed on dry ice for 15min and centrifuged at
13 000g. The pellet was washed with 80% ethanol, dried
and resuspended in gel loading buffer. For the alkaline
ladder, 1 ml of labeled RNA (2 pmol, 50 000–100 000
c.p.m.) was mixed with 1 mg of yeast RNA and brought
with an alkaline hydrolysis buffer to a 5 ml total volume.
RNA samples were heated at 94C for 10min and snap
cooled on ice. At the end, the gel loading buffer (5ml) was
added, and the samples were directly loaded on the gel.
3D modeling
Computer models of RNA monomers were assembled
using modular 3D motifs extracted from atomic resolution
structures from the PDB databank (www.pdb.org) with
the help of SWISS-PDB viewer (www.spdbv.vital-it.ch).
For example, molecule 8 monomer was built by extracting
the 4WJ modular unit from hairpin ribozyme (nucleotides:
A, 3–11: B, 11–19, 64–72, 81–89, PDB ID: 1M5O), and
the GAAA-receptor–loop motif from group I intron (nu-
cleotides: 145–158, 215–231, 243–254, PDB ID: 1HR2),
(36–38). Motifs were assembled by overlapping helical
domain extensions of motifs to position them at the
correct angle and distance using the ‘autofit’ tool in
Swiss-PDB Viewer and manual adjustment (39). The
backbones of the assembled structures were connected
using the NanoTiler software (40).
RESULTS
RNA design and nomenclature
The central core of each H-shaped tecto-RNA molecule
derived from molecule 8 consists of the 4-way junction
(4WJ) from the hairpin ribozyme (shown in purple in
Figure 1B), which preferentially folds in an anti-parallel
configuration with helix 1 (H1) stacked on helix 2 (H2)
and helix 3 (H3) stacked on helix 4 (H4). We note that the
crystallographic structure of the hairpin ribozyme shows
that the coaxial helical stacks of the 4WJ cross at an angle
of about 60 (36). In each tecto-RNA unit, two receptors
and two loops are positioned in the helical arms of the
4WJ, one interaction motif (loop or receptor) per arm at
specific distances relative to the 4WJ branchpoint center.
In molecule 8, which is designed to assemble in parallel
mode (‘up–up’), the GAAA-receptor (R1) is positioned in
H1 and its cognate GAAA loop (L1) at the end of H4,
while the GGAA-receptor (R2) and its cognate GGAA-
loop (L2) are placed at the ends of H2 and H3 (Figure 1B).
For anti-parallel assembly (‘up–down’), as in molecule 9,
the positions of loops L1 and L2 are switched, as shown in
Figure 1A. Helical stack 1 (‘HS1’) comprises H1 and H2,
and helical stack 2 (‘HS2’) comprises H3 and H4.
For consistency with our previous work (34), we use the
same numbers (#8 and #9) for the tecto–RNAs shown in
Figure 1 and also designate the number of basepairs in
each helix as before. Thus, molecule 8 is designated as
8 ‘5/6//6/5’ to indicate the number of basepairs between
the interacting motifs in each helix and the crossover point
of the 4WJ. Specifically, ‘5/6//6/5’ indicates that the 4WJ
crossover point is 5 bp from the R1 motif, 6 bps from R2,
6 bp from L2 and 5 bp from L1. A single forward slash ‘/’
separates two helices belonging to the same helical stack
and a double forward slash ‘//’ separates HS1 from HS2.
In all designs, we maintained a distance of 11 basepairs
(one helical turn) between the interacting modules in each
helical stack (HS1 and HS2), whether loops or loop-
receptors, to maintain the optimal orientation of interact-
ing motifs for self-assembly. Extending or reducing the
length of the helical region between interacting modules
by one basepair to 12 or 10 bp weakens the intermo-
lecular interactions significantly, whereas an additional
basepair increment or decrement, yielding a total of
13 or 9 bp distance between motifs, completely abolishes
self-assembly (33).
Determination of the stoichiometry and cooperativity of
molecule 8 self-association
Several observations led us to suspect that molecule 8 self-
assembles cooperatively to form a complex comprising at
least three monomers (34). First, on native gels, molecule
8 migrates as a sharp discrete band with lower mobility
than that expected of a dimer. Second, monomer bands
disappear at low nanomolar concentrations. Third, no
intermediate dimer species are observed on native gels at
any concentrations.
In this work, we establish the cooperativity and the stoi-
chiometry of molecule 8 association with the following
experiments: first, we performed dilution experiments of
pre-assembled, radiolabeled molecule 8 over the lownM
to picomolar range, and failed to observe any intermediate
species, even at very low dilution, as shown in
Supplementary Figure S3. Upon dilution to picomolar
range, an abrupt transition from the complex to the
monomer units is observed. This suggests that the
complex assembles cooperatively, indicating that each
molecule 8 monomer interacts with two other monomers
to form a closed complex, with no monomers found on the
ends of a linear array, and thus less tightly bound.
Next, we performed an experiment to measure the rate
of incorporation of radiolabeled molecule 8 into pre-
associated non-radioactive complexes (Supplementary
Figure S4). The half-time for reaching exchange equilib-
rium was 20min, which suggests that these complexes are
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kinetically stable. This result provides further support for
the cooperative assembly of molecule 8.
To determine the stoichiometry of molecule 8
complexes, we designed new sets of molecules derived
from molecule 8 that have the potential to form closed
hetero-oligomeric complexes with stoichiometry ranging
from n=2 to n=6 units by combining three sets of
high-affinity, selective and orthogonal loop/loop–
receptor interaction motifs, as shown in Supplementary
Figure S5. To allow for the formation of closed
complexes, the interaction interface of HS2 of the n-th
subunit was designed to complement the interaction inter-
face of HS1 of the first subunit. The monomers were
designed so that the interacting motifs on each monomer
avoid self-assembly and can only bind to one other
subunit, in a directional ‘up–up’ manner. Thus, a given
set of molecules would only be able to form closed
cooperative complex if it happened to contain the same
number of units as the original molecule 8.
For hetero-dimer design 8DA–8DB, large amounts of
monomers are observed on native gels even at 1 mM,
Supplementary Figure S6A. ‘D’ refers to the design that
was optimized to form a dimer, and A, B refer to the
individual monomers, designed to bind in the order A to
B and B to A. The appearance of small amounts of
complexes with mobility similar to the molecule 8
complex suggests the formation of non-cooperative but
‘saturated’ 8DA–8DB*–8DA or 8DB–8DA*–8DB
systems (star indicates radiolabeling).
Full cooperativity was only achieved with the heterotri-
meric set of molecules, 8TA–8TB–8TC (Supplementary
Figure S6C, ‘T’ stands for trimer-optimized design).
These molecules were designed for unique binding of
the interaction interface HS2 of 8TA to HS1 of 8TB,
HS2 of 8TB to HS1 of 8TC and HS2 of 8TC to HS1 of
8TA to potentially form a closed complex (Supplementary
Figure S5). For this design, each molecule was assayed
individually on native gels and none showed any self-
assembly. 8TA was found bound to 8TC in the absence
of 8TB, however, 8TB failed to bind to either 8TA or 8TC
in the absence of the third molecule. When all three
molecules were combined, a sharp band appeared with
mobility identical to that of the complex of the original
molecule 8. Thus, the behavior of 8TB serves as a good
indicator of the cooperativity of trimer formation in the
8TA–8TB–8TC system. One interaction interface of 8TB
contains the GUAA loop and the other contains the
GUAA loop–receptor, which have significantly weaker
affinities than the GAAA and GGAA binding motifs.
Only in the presence of both 8TA and 8TC, when 8TB
can bind with both interfaces, does it associate to form a
complex of any type.
Furthermore, in the tetrameric system 8TA–8TB–
8TetC–8TetD Supplementary Figure S6B, 8TB remains
a monomer in the presence of the other three subunits.
Individual radiolabeling of each of the other subunits
8TA, 8TetC or 8TetD shows that they associate
non-cooperatively to form smeared bands. These results
indicate molecule 8 does not form tetramers. Pentameric
and hexameric sets also failed to show any traces of
cooperative assembly, Supplementary Figure S6B.
Again, small amounts of complexes with mobility no
slower than that of the molecule 8 complex were
obtained for some combinations of subunits in the
pentamer and hexamer series.
Structure probing of hetero-trimer derived from
molecule 8
Overall, the stoichiometry determination experiments fully
support molecule 8 forming cooperative trimers. However,
to obtain definitive proof of its cooperative association
and to assess the formation of all loop/loop–receptor
interactions in the molecule 8 trimer, we used the hetero-
trimeric system, 8TA–8TB–8TC, for structure probing
experiments. Use of the hetero-trimer design allows
chemical probing of individual units in the monomer,
dimer and trimer states. The design of these molecules is
shown in Supplementary Figure S2 and Figure 2C.
Individual 8TA and 8TC molecules were radiolabeled
and probed with lead ions to monitor changes in solvent
accessibility of the interaction motifs between monomer,
dimer and trimer states. Alkaline hydrolysis (lane 1) and
RNase T1 cleavage (lane 2) were performed to generate
sequencing ladders for reference (Figure 2).
When 8TA* (* indicates radiolabeling) is bound to 8TC
to form a stable dimer, we observe complete protection of
nts 20 and 22 in the R2 receptor and significant reduction
in cleavage at positions 81–85 in receptor R1 (compare
lanes 3 and 4, Figure 2A). This is consistent with
binding of the HS1 interaction interface comprising the
R1 and R2 receptors of 8TA with the L1 and L2 loops
of the HS2 interface of 8TC (Figure 2C). On the other
hand, the L2 and L3 hairpin loops of HS2 of 8TA are
cleaved in identical fashion in the 8TA–8TC dimer as in
the monomer state, indicating that there is no interaction
involving HS2 of 8TA, as intended by design. Upon
addition of the third component, 8TB, to form the
trimer complex, the loop–receptors R1 and R2 of 8TA*
remain protected from cleavage. Moreover, a significant
protection from lead cleavage is observed in HS2 of 8TA
for L2 (nt 67–71, Figure 2A). However, lead cleavage in
L3 of HS2 is only slightly reduced.
When 8TC* is bound to 8TA to form the stable dimer,
protection from lead cleavage is observed in the L1
(GAAA) and L2 (GGAA) hairpin loops of HS2 of 8TC
(compare lanes 5 and 6 in Figure 2B), consistent with the
protections observed in the loop–receptors R1 and R2 of
HS1 of 8TA with which they are intended to interact
(Figure 2C). Also as expected, cleavage in the R3 and
R1 receptors in HS1 of 8TC is unchanged in the dimer
compared to the monomer format. In the 8TC*–8TA–8TB
trimer complex, significant to complete protection is
observed for nucleotides in R1 of 8TC, but only slight
protection is observed for nucleotides in R3 which binds
the GUAA loop of 8TB (Figure 2B, lane 8).
The overall lead cleavage results for 8TA and 8TC are
summarized using schematic diagrams in Figure 2C,
showing that in the 8TA–8TC dimer only one set of inter-
faces interacts—HS1 of 8TA with HS2 of 8TC.
Henceforth, we will call the 8TA–8TC dimer and others
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Figure 2. Lead cleavage of hetero-trimer 8TA–8TB–8TC. (A) Denaturing gels of 8TA* (asterisk indicates radiolabeled RNA) cleavage in monomer,
dimer and trimer complexes. Regions of primary interest are labeled and outlined with dotted squares. Cuts induced in the 4WJ region by complex
formation are circled in purple. (B) Structure probing experiments of 8TC* in monomer, dimer and trimer complexes. (C) Summary of lead-induced
cleavage obtained for 8TA* and 8TC*. Lead-induced cuts that remain unchanged between monomer, dimer and trimer states are indicated with black
arrows, while lead-induced cuts that change their intensity over the course of self-assembly are noted with cyan blue.
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like it ‘open’ dimers to emphasize that there are no inter-
actions involving the two ‘outside’ interaction interfaces.
Upon introducing the third molecule, 8TB, L2 of 8TA and
R1 of 8TC exhibit enhanced protection, which supports
the cooperative self-assembly mechanism. However, lead-
induced structure probing experiments provide minimal
evidence for interaction between the GUAA tetraloops
and their loop–receptors. The GUAA-loop/GUAA-
receptor interaction is known from previous work to
be significantly weaker than the GAAA or GGAA loop–
receptor interactions (41). To determine whether the
GUAA-loop/GUAA-receptor interactions participate in
the cooperative assembly of 8TA-8TB-8TC we designed
8TBmut and 8TCmut, molecules in which the GUAA-
receptors are rotated by 180 so as not to be able to
interact with the GUAA loops (see Supplementary
Figure S2). As expected, 8TA and 8TCmut dimerize, but
addition of 8TBmut to either dimer 8TA–8TC or 8TA–
8TCmut did not lead to trimer formation
(see Supplementary Figure S7A). Moreover, no trimers
were observed when 8TCmut was added to the mixture
of 8TA and 8TB. These results indicate that correctly
oriented GUAA receptor is needed in both molecules
8TB and 8TC for trimer self-assembly. Thus, we can
definitely conclude that formation of all possible loop–
receptor interactions takes place in cooperative trimer
formation of molecule 8 and its derivatives, strongly
supporting our initial observations.
These data also show subtle changes in the lead cleavage
pattern in the 4WJ region over the course of self-assembly.
The cleavage at position 61 belonging to the 4WJ is
reduced in the dimer but restored to the original intensity
in the trimer, while the band at position 75 behaves in the
opposite manner. This suggests that the 4WJ undergoes
conformational changes sensitive to lead cleavage during
assembly, consistent with the flexible nature of 4WJs such
as this one.
We also used RNase T1 as a probe of accessibility of Gs
in loop regions in the formed complexes. Nuclease diges-
tion of 8TC* in monomer, dimer and trimer states shown
in lanes 2–4 (Figure 2B). In summary, when comparing
the monomer cleavage in lane 2 to the cleavage of dimer
state, lane 3, RNase T1 digestion is reduced, especially
in the GGAA loop domain. Once 8TC* is incorporated
in the trimer complex, nuclease digestion is significantly
minimized at all positions, demonstrating a significant
protection, lane 4 in Figure 2B.
Beyond cooperative trimers—control of complex
stoichiometry
In light of the previous results, we next decided to inves-
tigate whether we could change the stoichiometry of co-
operative assembly by re-engineering molecule 8. The idea
is that by moving the 4WJ crossover point within the
interaction interfaces HS1 or HS2, while maintaining the
same number of basepairs (11 bp) between the interaction
motifs in each interaction interface (i.e. R1 and R2 in HS1
and L1 and L2 in HS2), the orientation of the motifs
relative to the plane of the molecule can be varied system-
atically, while maintaining its ability to interact with a
cognate interface on another molecule. Therefore, we
reasoned that it should be possible, by changing one inter-
face at a time, to design molecules that form dimers or
tetramers, or, conversely, by making compensating
changes in the two interfaces, to maintain trimer
formation.
To test this hypothesis, we engineered several series of
H-shaped tecto-RNA molecules derived from molecule 8.
In series #1, the position of the 4WJ crossover point in
HS1 was changed, while in series #2, its position in HS2
was altered (top row, Figure 3). In both series #1 and #2,
up–up directionality of self-assembly was preserved, by
leaving all interaction motifs in the same positions they
have in molecule 8. We derived the molecules in series #1
(1a, 1b, 1c) by lengthening H1 and shortening H2 by one,
two or three basepairs, which is equivalent to moving the
crossover point 1 bp at a time toward the interaction motif
of H2. Thus, molecule 1a ‘6/5//6/5’ has 1 bp added to H1
and 1 bp removed from H2, and retains a total separation
of 11 bp between interaction motifs R1 and R2. A shift of
two bps in HS1 results in molecule 1b ‘7/4//6/5’ and a shift
of three bps produces molecule 1c ‘8/3//6/5’. In Figure 3,
basepair insertions are shown in light blue relative to
molecule 8. A similar approach was followed to engineer
series #2 (2a, 2b, 2c, 2d), in which H4 is lengthened and H3
shortened by 1 bp (molecule 2a ‘5/6//5/6’), by 2 bp (2b ‘5/
6//4/7’), by 3 bp (2c ‘5/6//3/8’) or by 4 bps (2d ‘5/6//2/9’),
as shown in Figure 3 (upper right).
To create series #3 (3, 3a, 3b, 3c) and #4 (4), we simul-
taneously changed both HS1 and HS2 to produce mol-
ecules 3 ‘6/5//5/6’, 3a ‘7/4//5/6’, 3b ‘6/5//4/7’, 3c ‘6/5//
3/8’ and 4 ‘7/4//4/7’, as shown in Figure 3 (center and
lower part). In series #3 and #4, the idea was to test the
effect of compensating changes. Detailed sequence designs
of all monomer units shown in Figure 3 are provided in
the Supplementary data section of this work.
Assembly of each of these new sets of molecules was
tested by native gel electrophoresis (Figure 4A–E). The
primary assembly complex observed by electrophoresis is
noted below each individual monomer design in Figure 3.
For all the molecules in series #1 (1a,1b,1c), we observe
complete disappearance of trimer bands and appearance
of increased mobility bands with 100% yield (Figure 4A
and E). The new bands occur about half way between the
monomer and trimer bands of the trimer-forming
molecule 8, and can be attributed to the formation of
dimers. Self-assembly of 1a ‘6/5//6/5’ and 1b ‘7/4//6/5’
occurs to a large extent even at 10 nM concentration,
which suggests cooperative self-assembly. Dimer forma-
tion of 1c ‘8/3//6/5’ requires higher concentrations, sug-
gesting that in this complex, all potential stabilizing
interactions may not be forming, possibly due to steric
hindrance.
In contrast, quite different results are observed for the
molecules in series #2, Figure 3. In molecule 2a ‘5/6//5/6’,
the major product of self-assembly is still the trimer
complex, but additional bands with reduced mobility are
seen in a concentration-dependent manner (Figure 4B).
Even at 10 nM, a discrete band, probably due to a
tetramer complex, is evident, in addition to the trimer,
which predominates. The self-assembly results of 2a
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‘5/6//5/6’ suggest that the geometry of the 2a complex is
intermediate between what is ideal for trimer or for
tetramer formation. At higher concentrations, additional
bands appear, possibly due to pentamer and even hexamer
complexes. For molecule 2b ‘5/6//4/7’, we observe almost
complete loss of the trimer band, and appearance of a
discrete band, also likely due to a tetramer complex
(Figure 4B). At high concentration, higher molecular
weight products are also observed. For molecules 2c ‘5/
6//3/8’ and 2d ‘5/6//2/9’, no discrete oligomeric products
are seen, only high-molecular weight products having low
mobility, which in the case of 2d are too large to even
Figure 3. Schematic diagrams of H-shaped tecto-RNAs and their self-assembly properties. (A) In the upper-central part, molecule 8 was used as a
starting template (outlined in yellow). Orange and green arrows located inside receptor or loop regions show the orientation of interaction interfaces
as shown in Figure 1. Basepair insertions in helical regions between interacting motifs are shown in light blue [basepair removal is not color-coded].
Note that the orientations of interaction interfaces (orange or green arrows) change with each bp insertion/deletion. Below each individual monomer
unit, we provide top-view illustrations of self-assembly based on the experimental evidence and 3D modeling. (B) Detailed sequence representation of
the receptor-loop motifs. (C) Top-view of molecule 8. HS1 is shown as a red circle with a grey center and HS2 is shown as a red circle corresponding
to the GAAA loop. The circles are connected by the 4WJ crossover, shown as a thick purple line. The x-axis is placed to pass through HS1, HS2 and
the 4WJ of the molecule.
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penetrate the electrophoresis gel (Figure 4C). The
molecule 8 complex and complexes in series #2 were
studied by TEM (Supplementary Figure S8). Their self-
assembly patterns on native gels are in complete agree-
ment with the TEM images where complexes of molecules
8, 2a, 2b can be seen as spherical-shaped objects too small
to be finely resolved, while 2c and 2d self-associate to form
polymeric structures.
In designing molecule 3 ‘6/5//5/6’, we made
compensating 1 bp shifts in the two helical stacks, HS1
and HS2, as shown in Figure 3. We observe cooperative,
homo-trimer nanoassembly, identical to that of molecule
8 (Figure 4D). Additional basepair shifts, either in HS1
to yield molecule 3a ‘7/4//5/6’, or in HS2 to produce mol-
ecules 3b ‘6/5//4/7’ and 3c ‘6/5//3/8’, result in similar
distributions of assembly products as observed for 1a
‘6/5//6/5’, 2a ‘5/6//5/6’ and 2b ‘5/6//4/7’, respectively
(Figures 4D and E). However, slight differences are
observed for 3a and 3c. While molecule 3a ‘7/4//5/6’
resembles 1a ‘6/5//6/5’ in primarily forming dimers, a
faint trimer band is observed for 3a at high concentration
(2.5 mM), which was not seen for 1a (compare Figure 4D
with 4A). Molecule 3c ‘6/5//3/8’, like molecule 2b ‘5/6//4/
7’, forms a sharp homo-tetramer band. However, an add-
itional pentamer complex is observed for 3c even at low
nanomolar concentrations (compare Figure 4E with 4B).
To derive molecule 4 ‘7/4//4/7’, we made compensating
2 bp shifts in the helical stacks HS1 and HS2 of molecule
8, Figure 3. Molecule 4 forms a cooperative trimer
complex with mobility identical to that of molecules 8
and 3 (compare Figure 4E with 4D). In conclusion,
these constructions verified our hypothesis that we could
systematically vary the stoichiometries of complexes by
changing the positions of the 4WJ crossover points in
either HS1 or HS2. Conversely, we showed with molecules
3 and 4 that we could preserve the original trimer
stoichiometry by making compensating changes in HS1
and HS2.
Dimer-forming molecules in series #1: open versus closed
dimers
As mentioned above, native gel experiments showed mol-
ecules in series #1 forming tightly bound dimers. From the
experimental evidence of cooperative molecule 8 associ-
ation, we suspected that the dimer formation in series #1
might involve two interaction interfaces, resulting in the
formation of ‘closed’ cooperative dimer complexes differ-
ent from the open dimers formed by 8TA interacting with
8TC (see above). We decided to assess the cooperativity of
the 1b complex, which potentially has an optimal
geometry for very stable dimerization. Therefore, we
designed the hetero-dimeric set derived from molecule
1b, 1bDA–1bDB, (see Supplementary Figure S2, ‘D’
stands for dimer-optimized design) in such a way that
HS2 of 1bDA can interact with HS1 of 1bDB while HS2
of 1bDB interacts with HS1 of 1bDA with neither
molecule capable of self-associating. The assembly of
1bDA–1bDB was assayed on native gels using the
trimeric complex as mobility control (Supplementary
Figure S7B). The obtained 1bDA–1bDB complex
exhibits significantly slower mobility than that of the
open 8TA–8TC dimer but runs faster than the trimer
complex, supporting the idea of a distinct dimer-forming
complex having a different geometry. We used chemical
probing with lead ions to study the assembly.
For lead-cleavage studies, both 1bDA* and 1bDB*
were radiolabeled and analyzed in their monomer and
dimer forms (Figure 5A–B). The upper regions of the
1bDA and 1bDB denaturing gels were resolved using
lower concentration acrylamide gels, see Supplementary
Figure S9.
Figure 4. Native gel data of tecto-RNA self-assembly. RNA concentrations used in this study are provided above each lane in micromolar units.
Molecule 8, which self-associates into trimer complexes, is used as a mobility shift reference. ‘M’ designates monomers and ‘T’ trimers.
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On the one hand, when 1bDA* is pre-assembled with
1bDB and then exposed to lead (lane 5, Figure 5A), R1
and R2 from HS1 and L2 of HS2 are protected. No
changes are observed upon dimerization in L3 itself, and
increased cutting is observed at positions 55–57 (30 to this
loop) in 1bDA. This suggests that H3 of 1bDA, carrying
the GUAA loop (L3), may in fact participate in the inter-
action, undergoing a conformational change that changes
the cleavage pattern nearby. On the other hand, 1bDB* in
the dimer state, bound to 1bDA, is significantly protected
in the L1, L2 and R2 regions. For the GUAA receptor
(R3), only three cuts are observed in the monomer, and
two of these are partly protected upon dimerization (pos-
itions 36 and 37). The cleavage patterns of both 1bDA and
1bDB in monomer and dimer states, summarized in Figure
5B, show that all four interacting loop–receptor modules
are in contact in the dimer. This is consistent with the
native gel mobility shift data and supports the formation
of ‘closed’ dimers that are different from the ‘open’ 8TA–
8TC dimers.
Even though the cleavage of the 4WJ region is the same
for all investigated molecules in their monomer state, we
observe some differences in 4WJ accessibility between
molecule 1b hetero-dimers and molecule 8 hetero-
trimers. In contrast to the 4WJ cleavage pattern in the
hetero-trimeric 8TA–8TB–8TC complex discussed above,
we observe a large reduction upon dimer formation of the
corresponding cuts between H3 and H4 at the 4WJ
(position 59 in 1bDA and 61 in 1bDB), whereas cuts
between H1 and H4 (position 73 in 1bDA and 75 in
1bDB) remain unchanged. This is consistent with the
idea that the 4WJ adopts slightly different configurations
to form the dimer or trimer-optimized geometry.
Both 1bDA and 1bDB were also exposed to nuclease
digestion when pre-assembled in dimer complexes (see
lane 3 in Figure 5A). As in the hetero-trimer system, we
observe dramatic protection in the hetero-dimer, along the
entire length of each of these RNAs when they are bound
to each other, providing further support that closed
dimers are formed.
Measurement of equilibrium constants to quantify
cooperativity
To compare the affinities of interaction interfaces in dif-
ferent contexts and to quantify the cooperativity of asso-
ciation, we carried out multiple dissociation constant
Figure 5. Lead cleavage analysis of cooperative (‘closed’) hetero-dimer 1bDA–1bDB. (A) Denaturing gels of 1bDA* and 1bDB* on 10% acrylamide
gels. To resolve upper regions, additional denaturing gels were performed and can be found in the Supplementary Data. (B) Lead cleavage data on
1bDA* and 1bDB*. Positions of lead cleavage are highlighted in an identical manner as in the trimer construct 8TA–8TB–8TC, see Figure 2.
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measurements for various homo- and hetero-systems
using native gel shift analysis.
Focusing on the trimer homo-assembly of molecule 8,
we know that it takes place with the formation of three
identical interacting interfaces, designated as ‘i1’ in the
following. In the first stage of open dimer formation,
one interaction interface i1 is formed. Throughout the
second stage (addition of a third molecule 8), two add-
itional interfaces form (i1, i1) to obtain closed complexes.
To quantify cooperativity correctly, the system must be
characterized at the microscopic level, taking into
account statistical factors reflecting the presence of
multiple identical binding sites. Following standard text-
books in biophysics (42,43), the equilibria which charac-
terize the homo-trimer formation of molecule 8 can be
described in terms of two macroscopic dissociation con-
stants Ki1 and Ki1,i1 or two microscopic dissociation con-
stants ki1 and ki1,i1, as in Figure 6A. From the microscopic
view, molecule 8 has two available interaction sites, HS1
and HS2, for binding to a second molecule. Even though
the dimer complexes obtained via HS1 or HS2 are identi-
cal, it is necessary to distinguish the dimer formed by
binding at HS1, which we denote with ‘88_’, from that
formed by binding at HS2, denoted by ‘_88’. The macro-
scopic dissociation constants (Kd’s) for this process can
then be expressed in terms of the microscopic dissociation
constants (kd’s). Thus:
Ki1 ¼ 8½   8½ 
88½  ¼
8½   8½ 
½88 +½ 88½  ¼
1
k1i1 +k
1
i1
¼ 1
2
 ki1 ð1Þ
Ki1,i1 ¼ 88½   8½ 
888½  ¼
½88 +½ 88½   8½ 
888½  ¼ ki1,i1+ki1,i1 ¼ 2  ki1,i1
ð2Þ
The overall dissociation constant for homo-trimer 8 for-
mation (K8) was determined by analysis of gel-shift data
(see Supplementary Figure S10) and found to be
(3400±470) 1018 M2, as described in the
Supplementary Data S2:
K8 ¼ Ki1  Ki1:i1 ¼ ð3400 470Þ  1018M2 ð3Þ
The binding of 8TA and 8TC forms an open dimer that
has one interaction interface (i1), identical to the interfaces
formed in molecule 8 homo-trimer. Therefore, by
measuring the dissociation constant for 8TA–8TC, we
can determine the microscopic dissociation constant for
the i1 interface, ki1. Gel-shift analysis of the 8TA*–8TC
complex, shown in Supplementary Figure S10,
demonstrated that as the concentration of 8TC is
increased, the mobility of the labeled 8TA gradually de-
creases, and at high concentrations equals the mobility of
dimer. This indicates fast exchange kinetics on the time-
scale of the electrophoresis experiment. Analysis of the
mobility shift of 8TA as a function of added 8TC
allowed for determination of ki1=120±15nM. From
ki1, we can evaluate the macroscopic Ki1 for the first
step of homo-trimer formation using Equation (1):
Ki1 ¼ kil
2
¼ 60 8 nM ð4Þ
Thus, from Equations (3) and (4), we can determine Ki1,i1
for the second step of trimer formation:
Ki1:i1 ¼ K8
Kil
¼ 56 7 nM ð5Þ
Although the macroscopic values Ki1 and Ki1,i1 are essen-
tially the same, they should not be compared directly. One
must take statistical effects into account using Equations
(1) and (2) to calculate the microscopic dissociation
constant, ki1,i1, corresponding to Ki1,i1 using Equation
(2). The result is:
ki1,i1 ¼ 1
2
 
 Ki1,i1 ¼ 56 7
2
 
¼ 28 4 nM ð6Þ
Comparing the microscopic kd’s, we find that ki1,i1 is at
least four times smaller than ki1, indicating stronger
binding for the third unit of the trimer, than expected
from formation of the hetero-dimer (Figure 6A).
To estimate the magnitude of cooperativity, we calcu-
late the standard free energy for each step, writing each as
an association reaction:
G0i1 ¼ RT ln ki1 ¼ 8:7 kcal=mol
G0i1:i1 ¼ RT ln ki1:i1 ¼ 9:5 kcal=mol
ð7Þ
Thus, the difference in free energies is:
Gdif ¼ G0i1,i1 G0i1 ¼ 0:8 kcal=mol ð8Þ
and the third molecule 8 binds almost 1 kcal/mol more
strongly, an indication of cooperative association.
However, G is considerably less than twice the value
for association at a single i1 interaction interface. This is
not surprising, as each 4WJ must undergo structural re-
arrangements, as indicated by 3D modeling (see next
section) and consistent with structure probing data.
Rearrangement of the 4WJ is expected to cost energy.
We estimate this energy to be about 2.7 kcal/mol per
junction, obtained by dividing the apparent energy loss
of binding free energy, –(2 8.7 – 9.5), by 3.
Figure 6. (A) Macroscopic (left panel) and microscopic (right panel)
equilibria of molecule 8 homo-trimer. (B) Table of measured equilib-
rium constants for closed dimers and other hetero-dimers.
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To compare the free energies for forming closed dimers
versus open dimers, we measured Kd’s for the closed
molecule 1b dimer and for the closed hetero-dimer
1bDA–1bDB (Supplementary Figure S10). The values
are shown in Figure 6B. We find that the free energy of
closed complex formed by 1b (10.2 kcal/mol) is about
1.5 kcal/mole more stable than that of the corresponding
open dimer, 8TA-8TC (8.7 kcal/mol). In closed
dimer-forming molecular constructs, we estimate the
apparent energy loss of binding free energy to be about
7.2 kcal/mol [(2 8.7 – 10.2) kcal/mol], dividing this
number by two gives us 3.6 kcal/mol per monomer,
which is somewhat more negative than for the trimer
and may reflect increased electrostatic repulsion. Overall,
these thermodynamic studies allowed us to obtain detailed
information about the contribution of cooperativity to the
association process, to estimate the reorganization of the
4WJ motif used in these tecto–RNA constructions and to
calculate the binding affinities.
3D modeling
To gain insight into the trends we observed in the
stoichiometries of the complexes that resulted when we
moved the 4WJ crossover points along the helical
stacking domains of the monomers, we constructed 3D
models of trimer-forming molecule 8 and dimer-forming
molecule 1b (Figure 7). Atomic resolution X-ray
structures are known only for the GAAA loop bound to
its receptor, therefore, all hairpin loops were changed to
GAAA and all receptors to the GAAA loop receptor for
modeling purposes, which should not affect the overall
geometry of the molecule. We built the models by
assembling motifs by superposition, as described in the
‘Materials and Methods’ section. We extracted the 3D
structure of the 4-way junction from PDB file 1M5O
(36), including three basepairs of each helix and the 3D
structures of GAAA hairpin loops bound to their cognate
receptor motifs from PDB file 1HR2 (38). At least two
additional Watson–Crick base pairs were retained
flanking each motif to ensure accurate superposition.
The GAAA loop or receptor motifs were connected to
the respective helical stems of the 4WJ junction by super-
position of at least two Watson-Crick basepairs, using
helical connectors, as described in ‘Materials and
Methods’ section.
The resulting model for molecule 8 is shown in the left
panel of Figure 7A, with the nucleotides corresponding to
the GAAA loop and loop–receptor of molecule 8 colored
red, and those corresponding to the GGAA loop and
loop–receptor colored green, as in the 2D diagrams of
molecule 8 and its derivatives in other figures. In the
middle panel, we added in blue the hairpin loops, correctly
docked in the loop–receptors of molecule 8, to indicate the
likely location of HS2 of a neighboring molecule when
Figure 7. 3D models of monomer units of constructed molecules 8 (upper panel) and 1b (lower panel) by Swiss-PDB and NanoTiler. Color-coding is
consistent with their schematic representations in Figure 3. The likely locations of HS2 of a neighboring molecule are denoted by blue hairpin loops
docked in the loop-receptor regions.
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molecule 8 forms a complex. In the right panel, we provide
a top-view of this model, with lines drawn to indicate the
angle between the vertical plane through HS1 and the 4WJ
of molecule 8 and the vertical plane defined by the inter-
action of HS1 of this molecule with HS2 of the neighbor-
ing molecule. Figure 7B shows equivalent models
constructed for molecule 1b.
In the 3D model of molecule 8, the angle between the
receptor interaction plane and 4WJ plane is 130. We
note that this value is very close to the ideal angle of
120 anticipated for trimer assembly. Assuming the
flexible 4WJs of each unit rotate to align HS1 and HS2
of the same molecule, trimer formation results in a
hexagon-like structure (top view in Figure 3 for 8) and
consistent with TEM images. In contrast to molecule 8,
the 3D model of molecule 1b, indicates that the corres-
ponding angle is reduced by about 66, resulting in an
inter-planar angle of 64. In this case, the motifs are
oriented to favor formation of dimer having a
parallelogram-like structure (top view in Figure 3 for 1b)
that allows the two molecules to interact using both of
their interaction interfaces. This is not possible for mol-
ecules 8TA and 8TC, which consequently form open
dimers.
DISCUSSION
In this work, we have shown that H-shaped tecto–RNA
units can be programmed to form cooperatively
assembling closed-ring complexes of defined and predict-
able stoichiometries by adjusting the 4WJ crossover point
within the interaction interfaces, and ensuring that ‘up–
up’ association prevails between subunits.
To interpret the assembly properties of each of the mol-
ecules studied experimentally in this article, we applied the
insights gained from 3D modeling of molecules 8 and 1b
to generate heuristic models for the other molecules and
the complexes they form. These are shown in top-view in
Figure 3A, with each monomer unit represented as two
circles (gray for HS1 and red for HS2) connected by a
purple bridge indicating the 4WJ crossover. We emphasize
these illustrations are meant as visual aids and not quan-
titative 3D models. We begin with series #1. Every 1 bp
shift of the 4WJ in HS1 progressively reduces the
inter-planar angle between the receptor–loop interaction
plane of HS1 and the 4WJ plane by 33. This is the
helical twist per basepair in the A-form RNA helix.
Even a 1 bp shift from molecule 8 reduces the available
space so that no more than one molecule can bind, either
by interacting with HS1 or with HS2. Thus all molecules
in series #1 form dimers only (Figures 3A and 7), consist-
ent with the assembly data.
In contrast, in series #2, the changes in the position of
the 4WJ in HS2 progressively increase the inter-planar
angle between the receptor–loop interaction plane of
HS1 and the 4WJ plane, making it possible for these
molecule to form increasingly larger nano-assemblies
with more than three interacting units, as shown in
Figure 3A.
In molecules 3 and 4, compensating changes were made
in the positioning of the 4WJ in HS1 and HS2 so that the
inter-planar angle between the receptor–loop interaction
plane of HS1 and the 4WJ plane remained the same as in
molecule 8. As anticipated, both these molecules form co-
operative trimers, although their detailed geometries are
expected to differ somewhat from that of molecule 8.
Thus, molecule 4 trimer may have a more triangular struc-
ture while molecule 8 trimer probably has a hexagonal
structure (Figure 3A).
It is necessary to point out that for two of the designs
discussed above, molecules 1a ‘6/5//6/5’ and 2a ‘5/6//5/6’,
11 bp also separate the interacting motifs in the alterna-
tive, less-stable conformation of the 4WJ, in which H1
stacks on H4 and H2 stacks on H3. However, if these
molecules did in fact change conformation before
self-associating, the assembly would have to occur with
change in directionality (‘up–down’), resulting in forma-
tion of long fibers, which is not observed.
Overall, we have constructed a variety of tecto–RNA
molecules that form homo-complexes ranging from dimers
to polymeric arrays in a highly predictable fashion. We
redesigned two of these, the cooperative dimer-forming
molecule 1b and the trimer-forming molecule 8, to create
the cooperative hetero-complexes 1bDA–1bDB and 8TA–
8TB-8TC, which have properties desirable for multi-
functionality aims. The demonstrated hetero-
multimerization amenability of these systems allow for in-
dependently modifying individual subunits (for example,
in H1 and H2 on the other side of the loop-receptors from
the 4WJ, see Figure 1B) to introduce new functionalities
for biomedical applications. These systems also make it
possible to probe the structures of the complexes and
measure the assembly equilibria in a quantitative
manner. In particular, we quantified the cooperativity of
complex formation and determined the required energy
for 4WJ rearrangements. The structure-probing experi-
ments provide strong experimental evidence that the
intended RNA complexes do in fact form, as designed.
In addition, probing studies revealed details regarding
4WJ structural rearrangements during complex forma-
tion, consistent with modeling studies and thermodynamic
measurements.
CONCLUSIONS
To advance the development of RNA nanotechnology for
biomedical applications, we require deeper knowledge of
RNA folding, intermolecular assembly and control of
stoichiometry. This work is the first demonstration that
we can rationally tune the stoichiometry of designed RNA
homo-multimeric complexes.
Additionally, we have shown that the cooperatively
forming closed dimers and trimers form uniquely
compact structures that are resistant to nuclease degrad-
ation and thus exhibit suitable properties for use as scaf-
folding for diagnostic or therapeutic delivery agents.
Finally, each individual building block in our systems
can be derivatized at multiple sites, allowing attachment
of multiple functional elements to achieve specific binding,
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visualization, gene silencing or other functional modalities
in a single delivery complex.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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